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Introduction
The perfect model (or standard model) semantics of stratified deductive databases [I& 21 has now become widely accepted. The semantics has a natural and intuitive interpretation in terms of finishing the evaluation of a predicate before the complement of the predicate is used. Other semantics for larger classes of deductive databases (DDBs), such as the well-founded semantics [30] example, see [9] ). However, the use of a semantics based upon a single model chosen by the syntactic structure of the DDB can create some problems. For example, logically equivalent DDBs may have different perfect models. This makes it difficult to straightforwardly exploit the considerable body of work on reasoning in first-order logic when optimizing or reasoning about queries using this semantics, despite the apparent close relation to logical notation. The first result of this paper shows that, under the condition of Lstrut~'jicatiorz c,orllptrtihi/it!'.
two DDBs have the same perfect model if they'are logically equivalent.
More generally, it shows that for any semantics S which is coarser than perfect model semantics if two stratification compatible DDBs are equivalent under S then the DDBs have identical perfect models. (Here we take a semantics for a DDB to be the association of a set of models to the DDB. and we say that one semantics S, is c'otrrser than another Sz if. for every program Q, S,(Q)zS? (Q) .) The second part of the paper exploits this result to show the correctness of a transformation system with respect to the perfect model semantics. Such a transformation system can be viewed as a framework for performing optimizations of DDBs. Specifically. we independently show correctness with respect to the completion semantics [lo] . and the stratification compatibility of DDBs which differ by only a single transformation.
The previous result allows us to conclude the correctness for perfect model semantics.
We also demonstrate that the transformation system preserves several dependency properties [ 151. even if the DDB acted upon does not have a perfect model semantics. These dependency properties have been used previously to define classes of programs for which SLDNF resolution is complete [ 15, 61 and, more recently, in the study of stable models 123. 311.
The transformation system contains Unfold. Fold and Replacement transformations. among others. It is an extension of the transformation system discussed in [lb. 171. It differs fundamentally from the transformation system introduced by Tamaki and Sato [37] and extended by many others. In addition. there are two complications to the transformation system: We allow constraints to be used in the DDB. and the transformation system operates on modules rather than on entire DDBs.
The constraints are treated as in the CLP scheme [ 141, that is, our DDB language, transformation system and the results are all parameterized by the choice of a (generally many-sorted) data domain and the class of constraints which are allowed in DDBs. The extension of perfect model semantics to this scheme is relatively straightforward, but the formulation of the transformations is more difficult than for the usual Herbrand domain.
The parameterized tratment means that our results will hold for quite complex data domains and constraints, so that we are essentially treating programming languages as well as DDB languages. In most programming language cases the perfect model semantics is not computable, although for restrictions on the class of programs it can be (see. for example. [I] A module system would seem to be necessary in a DDB with a large deductive component.
We consider a class of module systems in which: modules can hide
predicates, but neither function symbols nor constraints; predicates are defined in a single module; there can be no recursion between modules, only within modules.
Although this class is somewhat restrictive, the restrictions reflect sensible programming practices. We show that several modules may be transformed simultaneously, and modules may be combined, without affecting the semantics of the network of modules which contains them.
The next section provides some preliminary definitions. Following that we present definitions of program dependencies and introduce stratification compatibility. We show that, for any semantics coarser than perfect model semantics, if two programs are equivalent and stratification-compatible then they have identical perfect model semantics. In Section 4 we outline the kind of modules and module composition that we treat. define equivalence of modules, and extend the previous result from programs to modules. Section 5 presents the transformations.
In Section 6 we show that the transformation system preserves the perfect model semantics. We also show that many of the program-dependency properties are preserved. We conclude by briefly discussing the extensions of this work.
Preliminaries
We use the symbols Z and V to denote, respectively, the collection of function symbols and the infinite collection of variables. Terms are constructed from C and I/in the usual way. The predicate symbols are partitioned into two sets: l7,, which are the predefined predicates and l7,:, which are the predicates to be defined by the program. We assume that l7, contains the predicate symbol =. The language of all first-order formulas built from these symbols is denoted by L. We use E to denote syntactic identity. For any expression e, ear denotes the set of free variables of e. We assume throughout that there is an intended domain of computation 9. The structure 9' defines the set D of elements over which computation will be performed and defines the functions and relations associated with the symbols of Z and I7,. We will also use the extension L, of L, in which there is a new constant for each element of
D.
In an abuse of notation we will use D both for the set of elements of 9 and the set of constants denoting these elements. L, is used in the meta-language, whereas programs and queries are formulas of L. B,, = (p(d,, . . . . Ir,,)ip is rr-ary, pEIZ,;, d,, . . .
. ~,,ED).
An utm is of the form p(ri, . ., t,,), where p is an rz-ary symbol in HII,, and the ti are terms. A literrrl is either an atom or the negation of an atom. Where A is a literal, pred(A) denotes its associated predicate symbol. A primitive constraint is of the form p(t, , ., t,,), where p is an n-ary symbol in I7, and the ti are terms. A possible constraint is a formula built from primitive constraints using the usual logical connectives and quantifiers.
The alloi~rd con.straint.s (or, simply, constraints) are a (for the moment, unspecified) subset of the possible constraints. which contains all possible equations of terms and is closed under conjunction and existential quantification. Throughout this paper we will use interchangeably the notions of a conjunction of formulas such as atoms and constraints, and a multiset of the same. We will use A=H, where A and H are atoms with the same predicate symbol, to denote the conjunction of equations formed by equating the corresponding arguments of A and H.
A '/-model (which we will abbreviate to model) for a set of sentences S is a structure for L,. which extends 9 such that the meaning of a constant rl is the element d and the structure is a model (in the usual sense) of S. (A structure .d e.~tends a structure .+9 if they have the same set of elements and every symbol in the language of .8 is in the language of .d and is given the same meaning in .cJ.) By Sk F we denote that F is valid in every 'r-model of S. A conjunction of constraints C is said to be corzsistelzt (or sati.~fiuble) if there are values (from 9') for the free variables ~1 such that every constraint is true in 9, that is. + 3yC. In general. the execution of a program and the application of transformations require tests for consistency. So, practically, it is necessary that consistency be decidable. There are numerous useful such domains. including real arithmetic, linear real arithmetic, complex arithmetic, finite trees with subterm ordering or lexicographic path ordering, rational trees, Boolean algebras, integers modulo II. .._ However, the results of this paper are independent of any decidability requirement. A rulut~tion r is a mapping from k. to D, which extends to map terms to D and L, to L, by replacing each free variable s in a formula of L, with r(.x) and evaluating terms and constraints.
We sometimes call the result of applying a valuation to a syntactic object a ground ir~sttrnce of that object. Thus, the result of applying a valuation to a term, atom, etc.. is called a ground term, ground atom, etc.
A model M will sometimes be represented by the set of ground literals which are true in M (i.e. the diagram of M ). A purtitrl motlrl is a consistent set of ground literals. po.s(M) denotes the set of atoms in a partial model hl.
A deductir~ ll~lt~~htrsr or loyic. A meaningful definition of allowed will depend on the properties of the particular constraint solver and its interaction with the top-down inference engine, and is beyond the scope of this paper. However, when 9 is the Herbrand universe with equations as the only allowed constraints, the completeness results extend to wellfounded programs with the usual definition of allowed 1151. The H, are called struta. We use P" to denote the set of ground instances of rules of P where the head of the instance is in H,.
The following proposition gives the relationship between local stratification and stratified. Przymusinski [ 181 has given a different characterization of local stratification, in terms of a relation which is a well-founded partial order iff P has a local stratification.
The characterization below has the advantage that it decomposes local stratifiability into two independent properties, which can be handled separately. Our proof of correctness of the transformation system benefits from this decomposition.
Proposition 3.2. P htrs a hurl str.nt{jic,utiorl ifl' P is strwt~fied rwl uwll~fimuled.
Proof. Let A 6 ,B iff for some X. A < _ , X <B. We use the following characterization of local stratifiability, which is a minor variation of characterizations of [lS, 61: A program has a local stratification iff <F is well-founded. Suppose P is stratified and well-founded.
Since P is stratified. AIB it?' A < _ lB. Hence, if A <,B then A<*B. Since <* is well-founded, so is <,. Conversely, if Q, is well-founded then we cannot have A < ~ A. That is, we cannot have A < _ 1 X and X = A. Thus, P is stratified. Extending these relations to models of P, N < M iff for every ground atom A true in N but not in M there is a ground atom B true in M but not in N such that A<,B.
A model of P is pufect if it is minimal with respect to 6. It is shown in [lS] that locally stratified programs over the Herbrand domain have a unique perfect Herbrand model. This can be constructed in a way similar to the standard model of [2] . that is, the model is constructed by transfinite induction on the stratification, producing at each step a partial model which is eventually extended to the perfect model. This result extends straightforwardly to other domains. We first give a logical characterization of the atoms added to the partial model in one step. The proof is straightforward.
We Ifwe take S(P) to be the set of minimal models of P then we obtain a formal proof of the fact that once the minimal models are fixed it is the form of the program, reflected in the stratification (or, more precisely. the dependency relations), which determines which minimal model is the perfect model. However. it is slightly misleading to view the stratification as choosing a model from among the minimal models. As the theorem shows, LIIIJ set of models which contains the perfect model could play the same role as the minimal models.
Modules
With the prospect of increasingly large and complex deductive database systems comes the problem of managing the many predicate definitions. A module system is a fundamental tool in handling this problem. Also note that a module system in a deductive database can be the basis of an implementation of privacy restrictions. For example, different modules can provide different views of the underlying database, reflecting different privacy restrictions.
A rrtodulr P consists of predicate definitions and three disjoint sets of predicate symbols, which together include the predicate symbols occurring in the predicate definitions: the set E.yp(P) of those predicate symbols defined in P which are accessible outside P (the rsportrrl predicates), the set Imp(P) of those predicate symbols used in P which are defined externally to P (the inzpwtd predicates). and the set of predicate symbols which are purely internal to P (the [ocrrl predicates). Module composition associates exported predicates in some modules with imported predicates in another module. We do not discuss any particular syntax for expressing modules and their composition. However. we do make some assumptions about the semantics and the use of the module system: l We assume that a module cannot in any way modify the sets of function symbols and constraints which may be used in the module. The domain 2 and the allowed constraints must be the same for every module. Although there may be great advantages in, for example, localizing the use of a function symbol to a single module, this would introduce major complications to the semantics of modules and module composition.
l We assume that each predicate is defined within a single module. If a predicate symbol p has rules defining it in two different modules then two different predicates are defined, and which predicate is associated with a use of the symbol p depends on the context of the use and the semantics of the module system. This assumption ensures locality properties: when a predicate definition is to be modified, only one module is directly involved, and when a module is modified, only those modules which depend on that module through module composition can be affected by the change.
l We assume a hierarchical calling pattern for modules. That is, a module may not import predicates through module composition which are defined in that module, nor may it import predicates from modules which depend on the module. This ensures that all recursion occurs within modules. and not between them. These assumptions have several useful consequences for logic programs and deductive databases with negation. If every module of a program is well-founded then so is the program. Similarly, if every module is stratified, hierarchical or order-consistent then so is the entire program. Strictness may be violated by the program although every module is strict. For example, if one module contains and is composed with another module containing then the resulting program is not strict. (Here we use identical predicate symbols to denote the association by module composition of predicate definition and predicate use.) However, the weaker notion of call consistency is preserved under module composition. Essentially, this is because call consistency requires strictness only between mutually dependent predicates and, under the regime of a hierarchical calling pattern, all mutual dependencies must occur within modules. The perfect model semantics of a module P with a local stratification is defined as follows. The semantics of P is a mapping ,u,, from relations for Imp(P) to relations for Esp(P). such that if Q is the set of ground atoms in the relations for Imp(P) then the relations for Exp(P) are given by the perfect model of PuQ. restricted to exported predicates. When there are no imported predicates and every predicate is exported, this semantics is isomorphic to the perfect model semantics of a program. We write P-P' iff ~~P=~lP,. It is perhaps worth observing that the partial converses of this statement do not hold. We leave the verification of this fact to the reader. The theorem generalizes to any semantics S coarser than perfect model semantics by taking PI 1P2 to mean ills1 =,&.
where /1~(Q)=S(PuQ)I,.,,,,,, the semantics of PuQ restricted to the exported predicates.
To avoid choosing a particular syntax, we represent a network N of composed modules as a directed acyclic graph (dag) with module names at the nodes and an edge from P2 to PI labeled with J if PI calls Pz and r:Iln~'(P,)~Erp (P~) is the partial function associating exported predicates of P, with imported predicates of P,. We write PC* Q if there is a (directed) path from Q to P. This dag has the extra property that if P has incoming edges labeled with x,. ._. . x,, then the domains of the xi are disjoint. We also have Iv~I)(N), the set of imported predicate symbols not in the domain of any x. and E.xp(N). some subset of the set of all exported predicate symbols. Our previous assumptions are necessary for this representation to make sense. For simplicity, we assume that each predicate symbol occurs in only one module.
The semantics of a module network N with modules P,. . . . . P,, is a mapping from relations for I/rrp(N) to relations for Esp(N) defined inductively on the dag as follows: Given relations Q for IMI~(~Y), the semantics of a minimal (in the dag ordering) module Pi determines relations for Esp (l-',) . Let Q' be obtained from Q by adding, as a relation for p. a duplicate of the relation for I' for each ~7 and x such that x(p) = I' and r~E.'cp( Pi). Let N' be obtained from N by deleting the node for Pi and the edges from Pi. The process repeats for N' and Q'. Of the final set of relations, the subset corresponding to E.yp(N) is chosen.
Module composition corresponds to merging conncctcd nodes in the dag. Let P be a module with an incoming edge from Q labeled with x. We will write this as P+x ~ Q. 
Composition along P+x-Q is allowed only if there is no module S such that

Pux(Q). Exp(R) = Erp(P)uE_\-p(Q) and 1n1p(R) = In~p(Q)uIrnp(P)
~ donwin( Here x(Q) denotes the set of predicate definitions which contains Q and, for every p such that x(p)=y. contains a rule p(u)+y(r).
The semantics of the resulting module R is the same as the semantics of the network consisting only of Ptz -Q. 
Independence: jfP+r-Q, Q-P-R und P+-y-R then (PO~Q)OI~+~R-PO.+~(QO,~R).
!~'P+Y-Q and P+fi-R and neither Q+-* R nor Rt* Q then (PO,Q)O,,R-(PO,~R)O,Q.
Proof (Sketch 
NOW /JR,(S)= ~(p,((l)i(S)US)I,mp(P,))UPi(S).
Since PI =PZ and PI -Pz, we have pRI=pR2, that is, R ,-Rz.
Transformations for DDBs with constraints
We need some further definitions to express the transformations. A variable renaming is an invertible substitution, that is, a substitution r such that for some substitution 1 m1,x g~I=g-l x = i-: (E is the identity substitution). A variant of a syntactic object is the result of applying a variable renaming to that object. By ne\v curimnt we will refer to a variant which has no variables in common with the current context. In a series of module transformations we will denote the initial module by P,,, and the resultant series of modules is PO, P,, P,. . . . . P,, . The perfect model semantics of Pi will be denoted by /ii. Let L'E L be the largest language which only has predicate symbols for imported and exported predicates from l7,.. Every module Pi has a corresponding language Li derived from the function symbols z and all predicate symbols in Pi or f.', so that L'c&.
To simplify the exposition, we assume that if a predicate symbol p appears in Li but not in Li+ , then p does not appear in any Lj for .i> i.
Thr t~an.~1ornlcrtiotu
We consider the following transformations on a module P.
Constroir7t rrplacernmt
The replacement of a rule
A+C. B
by the rule
A+C', B,
where + C-C'. We can also eliminate an equation X = Y between variables and apply a substitution (X+ Yi to the rule, provided this leaves the rule in standard form.
Definitim
The addition of a set of rules Aj--Bj. ,j= 1, . . . . k to P, where (pd(Aj): j= 1, . . . . kj is a set of new predicate symbols, that is, predicate symbols not appearing in the language of P. In the context of a series of transformations pred(Aj) must not have appeared in a previous module in the series.
Delrtion
The deletion of all rules defining a set S of predicate symbols such that, for every p~S,p does not occur in L' and every predicate symbol in P which depends on p appears in S. Deletion can be seen as an inverse of the Definition transformation.
Removal of subsumed rules
The deletion of a rule which is rule-subsumed by another rule of P. We can also allow the replacement of a rule by the subsumption-equal rule.
Removal of (some) tautologies
The deletion of a rule in P, if CA C'O is satisfiable then the rule is a folding rule.
We require that no rule is simultaneously a folded rule and a folding rule. (This ensures that we do not destroy a rule by folding it with itself.) It then follows that C A(Hfl= A$) A C'$ is not satisfiable, for every renaming $. Thus, in the new module there cannot be dependencies X 2 YzZ, where x is ALL, Y is HHp, and both dependencies arise from the resulting rule. We call this the rzonrr$e.xiz~ property of folding. 
A+(B-B')uKH.
Constraint replacement is the special case in which J and K contain only constraints. It is leyal to apply a replacement rule to such a rule only when no predicate symbol appearing in the replacement rule depends on pred(A). We only allow replacement rules to be applied to Pi if two conditions are met. The first is that we must have Pp k JttK for someQ< i and J and K are in Li. (Pj is said to t~lidate the replacement rule.) This condition allows the validity of replacement rules to be verified at whichever stage in the process of transformation is convenient, and not only at the first stage or at the current stage, as some transformation systems implicitly require.
Let Q be the subset of rules in Pi which define predicates which depend on pred(A).
The second condition requires that Q be order-consistent.
(This condition will always be satisfied in a locally stratified module.) We say that the Replacement occurs in a conserratire conte.u: Q does not affect the (Clark completion) semantics of pred(A). These transformations are extensions, to handle constraints and negation, of transformations in 1161. Although this transformation system is superficially similar to the transformation system of Tamaki and Sato [27, 281 as extended by Seki [25], these transformation systems are, in fact, quite different. The major difference arises from a difference in the definition of Folding. Here the folding rule is in P whereas in 128, 251 the folding rule must come from PO. One consequence is that folding in this transformation system does not have the same power as folding in [28] (see [16] ).
However, a comparison of the two entire systems is not so clear-cut. Secondary differences are that [28, 25] allow only a single folding rule (reversible folding), and place more restrictions on the rules which may be introduced by the Definition transformation.
Gardner
and Shepherdson [ 121 have independently defined a transformation system similar to the one presented here. In particular, the form of Folding is the same.
That system also has a more general Replacement transformation. Before we present the main results of this paper, we give an example of the application of the transformation system. The example comes from different optimizations of the original magic sets method [4] which have appeared in the literature. (The magic sets method produces a "compiled" program which, when executed bottom-up, has many of the goal-oriented advantages of top-down execution of the original program. It was proposed first for Datalog programs [4, 211, but extends to definite logic programs [20] and, with some restrictions, to stratified logic programs [S] .) In what follows, we adopt the terminology and notation of [.5]. In order not to introduce all the notation and terminology of the magic set method, we will apply the transformations to an example program, adapted from an example of [S] . Nevertheless, the applicability of these transformations is independent of the specific example, and the results of Section 6 provide formal justification of the optimizations. The initial program P is the following.
The magic set method of [4] , assuming a bound/free query to sg and a left-to-right sideways information passing strategy. produces the following program. The program also contains a unit rule for m_sy which is determined by the query. By
Unfolding each positive call sy(X, Y) to sg, replacing the consequent occurrences of m_sy(X), m_sg(X) by m_sy(X) (the change preserves subsumption-equality), and then Folding the call to sy(X), we obtain the following program. 
n_xg( W)t.slrppj( x. U').
Although we have exhibited these transformations for a particular program, analogous transformations apply to any program generated by the magic set method. Using the results of Section 6, it can be shown that the initial magic sets program and the final program have equivalent perfect model semantics, proded rhe initiul magic sets proyrcrm is Iou~Ily strutifird.
The correctness of a compilation process which immediately produces the program P' from the program P then follows immediately from the correctness of the original magic sets method, provided P' is locally stratified.
Preservation theorems
A htrsica trLlll.~fi)rllz~ltt(~1z .systcm uses only the transformations defined above. Consequently, a module undergoing transformation is totally isolated from other modules. In this section we discuss some properties which are preserved (i.e. held invariant) by the basic transformation system. The correctness of the basic transformation system with respect to Clark-completion semantics can be viewed as simply another preservation theorem. . Zkr . . and, for each k, the first (second) chain demonstrates that Zk 3 + 1 Zk + , (2, > 1 Z, + ,) in Pi+ 1. We can employ the similar chains to show that Pi was not order-consistent, unless all but a finite number of the atoms Zk have the form HfIp. In the latter case, for every k greater than some ko, the chain of Xi contains a dependency HBpk z,, Fkfl,uLk, where ZI, = HQpk, Fk occurs in the body of a folding rule and, by the nonreflexive property, FLNpk does not have the form HHp. Now FANpk>,HHph+, 9 i HNA+~ >F,c.+~H~~+~, so that FkOp~k3 kFk+2d~k+~.
Thus, the sequence of atoms FlkOpZk also demonstrates that Pi+l is not orderconsistent and, as argued above, it follows that Pi was not order-consistent.
(g) By the same arguments as (a) and (e), PiUP,+ 1 is stratified and wellfounded. c1
Folding with only unit rules can destroy strictness. For example, consider the strict program p(X) + x>o.
q(X) + X>O,lV(X). r(X) + s(X, Y),p(X).
Note added in proof
It has been pointed out to me by David Kemp that a full synthesis of the magic sets method, with the removal of redundant calls to m-sy as in Section 5, is performed in [32] . That work uses an extension of the transformation system of [27] . However it only applies to definite programs.
